Spam detection gets smart
Clearswift MIMEsweeper self-learning Anti-Spam Solution sorts the good from the bad and the ugly

The first intelligent software that learns to identify disguised spam was released today by Clearswift, world leader in software for managing and
securing electronic communications. Clearswift MAILsweeper Anti-spam Solution blocks spam, while allowing legitimate email to get through, based
on the characteristics of thousands of clean archived emails. Clearswift customers report a 92% success rate in day-to-day use, with a reduction in
false positives (ie blocked legitimate emails) to one in 1,000. Clearswift delivers true benchmark performance in real world situations, unlike
extravagant claims based on unrealistic test lab conditions, said Chy Chuawiwat, managing director Clearswift Asia Pacific. The real spam challenge is
sorting the good from the bad, without blocking important emails. Much spam is disguised as business mail and ordinary spam filters cant tell the
difference, he said. Clearswift MAILsweeper Anti-spam Solution combines:

market-leading Clearswift MAILsweeper for SMTP

anti-spam filter which employs Bayesian classifiers, heuristics and textual analysis, and

Clearswifts new

Clearswift spamActive, a spam database which updates

customers eight times a day Proven performance Clearswift MAILsweeper Anti-spam Solution gives organisations the power to monitor and manage
all types of spam passing through the SMTP gateway. New features and benefits of MAILsweeper Anti-spam Solution include:

Improved detection

rates includes new algorithms that detect spam with a rules-base approach using a hybrid engine comprised of Textual Analysis, heuristics and
Bayesian classification. In customer proven situations these have a 92% success rate.

Reduced false positives filters are trained to understand the

recipients email flow to differentiate between good and bad messages, reducing false positives to one in 1,000

Improved message classification

options allows for different categories to be set such as spam, not spam and maybe spam, with different annotations for these different message
processing results

Improved user configurability allows for tighter control over configurations for the end-user, such as message annotations, spam

thresholds and rule weightings The Clearswift MAILsweeper anti-spam filter uses a combination of three technologies to score spam.

Bayesian

classifiers learn about the words used in spam and not spam, and assign probabilities to each word based on the number of occurrences.
Organisations can profile their legitimate messages and apply these rules to new messages.

Heuristics check the structure of the message to

determine spamminess, such as whether the message is pure HTML-based, as most normal email will have a text and an HTML body. Typically, only
spam and newsletters will use HTML only.

Textual analysis of frequently used words and phrases as found in email subject lines and email text -

ends - About Clearswift Clearswift is the worlds leading provider of software for managing and securing electronic communications. Clearswift
solutions ensure business compliance through safe messaging, secure boundaries and best practice in electronic communications. Clearswift delivers
the capabilities for organisations to protect themselves against email and web-based threats, meet legal and regulatory requirements, implement
productivity-saving policies and manage intellectual property passing through their network. Clearswifts software portfolio includes Clearswift
ENTERPRISEsuiteTM, a software infrastructure for managing e-policies in complex environments and Clearswift MIMEsweeperTM, a product family
for email and web e-policies and. More information about Clearswift, its products and services is available at www.clearswift.com

